
Purchases and Fees:  All costs are to be paid in full prior to scheduling treatments and are NON-
REFUNDABLE. 

All purchases, including discounted packages, services, product and retail purchases, are NON-
REFUNDABLE. 

Treatments must be used within 1 year of purchase date - client can apply for an extension request of
use beyond a year for extenuating circumstances and is considered on a case-by-case basis by
Aesthetic Body Design. 

NOTE: THESE PURCHASES ARE FOR GOODS AND SERVICES - NOT A MEMBERSHIP OR  A WEIGHT-
LOSS PROGRAM - THEREFORE THEY NON-REFUNDABLE.

Treatment Disclosure: The treatment is a process and subsequent visits may be necessary in order to
achieve the desired results.  Subsequent visits are subject to additional charges per visit, which depend
on the amount of work needed.  These are considered fat-loss and skin tightening treatments - they are
not a substitute for a weight-loss program.   Actual results vary from person to person and Aesthetic
Body Design does not guarantee any specific results.   
 
Aftercare:  Clients are required to drink at least 1.5 liters of water on a daily basis when undergoing this
procedure.  Be prepared to complete a 30-45 minute cardio session within 24-hours after a fat-loss
treatment.  Fat-loss treatments also require no alcohol consumption 24-hours before or  24-hours after
treatment, as well as weight maintenance over the course of treatments.   Facial treatments require
consistent sunscreen wearing following treatments, as well as drinking 1.5 liters of water the day before a
scheduled facial treatment, for optimal results.  Lifestyle habits such as sun exposure and smoking can
affect and reduce results. Client understands that if sessions are not completed in the recommended
treatment schedule cycle, it could mitigate their end result.  Aftercare instructions have to be followed
exactly, whether given in writing or verbally.  Failure to follow aftercare instructions may compromise the
final results of the treatment
 
Disclosure Agreement: Client agrees that these are aesthetic treatments, and by their very nature
subjective and affected by the patient’s lifestyle, which is beyond Aesthetic Body Design's control. Client
understands that interrupting the recommended treatment schedule will mitigate the end result, as
well as not adhering to the recommended at-home-care of drinking water, exercising, and on a
minimum, maintaining weight. Client understands results may vary and they may not achieve desired
results if they do less than the recommended treatments per area. Client, again, understands all
purchases and fees are non-refundable.  
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